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MACRO 

• UK GDP data showed that the economy only expanded 
by 1.8% in May, much weaker than the 5.5% growth 
expected. The data also revealed that the UK economy 
shrank by over 19% from March to May, and has 
contracted by a quarter since the pandemic began. 

• Joe Biden said over the weekend that if elected he 
would reverse some of the tax cuts that Trump has 
brought in over the last 3-4 years.  Analysts estimate this 
could reduce US corporate earnings by around 5% 

• 19 US states this week set new highs for coronavirus 
infections recorded in a single day, and the U.S. on 
Saturday reported more than 71,500 new coronavirus 
cases — second highest to the record 75,600-plus set 
last Thursday. 

 

COMPANY NEWS 

• US banks reported quarterly earnings – all gave a clear 
message of being in a strong financial position and those 
with larger trading and investment banking divisions 
showed better profitability 

• Pepsi net sales fell only 3% over the second quarter, 
with it snacks side (such as Doritos Crisps and 
Crackerjack Popcorn) holding up well 

• Credit score company, Experian, released robust 
quarterly results highlighting the resilience of its 
business model during the pandemic. 

 

FUNDS 

We took an interesting call with a new investment trust 
designed to fund and invest in purpose-built 
accommodation for the homeless in the UK. Receiving cross-
party support, new legislation places a statutory duty on 
local housing authorities to secure accommodation for 
people who are homeless/at risk of homelessness.  The 
properties will typically have 25-year unbroken inflation-
linked leases let to Housing Associations and registered 
charities. 

 

 

SMALL-CAP NEWS 

As the debate over working practices at Boohoo’s clothing 
factories in Leicester rages on, it transpires that over 20 so-
called ESG or ethical funds in the UK were invested in 
Boohoo despite claims to run meticulous ethical screens 
over the companies they invest in. Forced selling by these 
funds may have contributed to Boohoo’s precipitous share 
price fall. 

 

THIS WEEK IN HISTORY 

1998: Russia secures an $11bn financial aid package from 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in an effort to halt 
its financial crisis amid skyrocketing inflation and capital 
rapidly leaving the country.  

2019: Stock markets appear largely unfazed as news breaks 
that Iran has seized a British oil tanker, the Stena Impero, in 
the Strait of Hormuz, a geopolitically vital sea route 
connecting the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman 

 
RE-OPENING TIMES 

Showing exactly how little it has moved forward over the last 
two decades Royal Bank of Scotland reverts to being called 
NatWest. The change of name which takes place this week 
takes what was once one of the world’s most successful 
banks back to the roots of the business it acquired in 2000.  

 

MARKET DATA 

% returns 1 Week  1 Month 1 Year 5 Years 

UK Equities (% 
return GBP) 

3.15 0.52 -14.76 10.75 

World Equities 
(% return GBP) 

2.56 3.64 5.90 81.88 

10 Year US 
Treasury Yield 
((%) 

0.64 0.74 2.06 2.34 

GBP / USD (fx 
rate) 

1.26 1.26 1.24 1.56 

 

As at 17th July 2020. Source: Financial Express 
 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2020/jul/14/uk-economy-gdp-growth-may-covid-19-markets-ftse-business-live?page=with:block-5f0d444c8f08681febbb4db9#block-5f0d444c8f08681febbb4db9
https://www.theguardian.com/business/live/2020/jul/14/uk-economy-gdp-growth-may-covid-19-markets-ftse-business-live?page=with:block-5f0d444c8f08681febbb4db9#block-5f0d444c8f08681febbb4db9
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This publication has been produced by Vermeer Investment Management 
Limited (VIM) trading as Vermeer Partners. It is provided for information 
purposes only. VIM makes no express or implied warranties and expressly 
disclaims all warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose or use with respect to any data included in this publication. VIM 
will not treat unauthorised recipients of this publication as its clients. 
Prices shown are indicative and VIM is not offering to buy or sell or 
soliciting offers to buy or sell any financial instrument. 
 
Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the extent permitted by law, in 
no event shall VIM, nor any of its officers, directors, partners, or employees, 
have any liability for (a) any special, punitive, indirect, or consequential 
damages; or (b) any lost profits, lost revenue, loss of anticipated savings or 
loss of opportunity or other financial loss, even if notified of the possibility 
of such damages, arising from any use of this publication or its contents. 
 
Other than disclosures relating to VIM, the information contained in this 
publication has been obtained from sources that VIM believes to be reliable, 
but VIM does not represent or warrant that it is accurate or complete. VIM 
is not responsible for, and makes no warranties whatsoever as to, the 
content of any third-party website referred to herein or accessed via a 
hyperlink in this publication and such information is not incorporated by 
reference. 
 
The views in this publication are those of the author(s) and are subject to 
change. VIM has no obligation to update its opinions or the information in 
this publication. This publication does not constitute personal investment 
advice or take into account the individual financial circumstances or 
objectives of the client who receives it. Any securities discussed herein may 
not be suitable for all investors. VIM recommends that investors 
independently evaluate each issuer, security or instrument discussed herein 
and consult any independent advisors they believe necessary. The value of 
and income from any investment may fluctuate from day to day as a result 
of changes in relevant economic markets (including changes in market 
liquidity). The information herein is not intended to predict actual results, 
which may differ substantially from those reflected. Past performance is not 
necessarily indicative of future results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This material has been issued and approved for distribution in the UK and 
European Economic Area by VIM. 
 
©2019 Vermeer Investment Management Limited. All rights reserved. No 
part of this publication may be reproduced or redistributed in any manner 
without the prior written permission of VIM. 
 
VIM is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 
710280) and is incorporated in England and Wales (company number: 
09081916). 


